
DIBIPACK 85130    
THE NEW "GIANT" OF ONE-STEP SYSTEMS 

 

 

 

Here is the Dibipack 85130 model, a new-entry in Italdibipack range of EXTRA-LARGE “one-step®" 
systems, the Dibipack BIG, the largest models of the Dibipack line, conceived and designed in order 
to be the winning answer to the increasing demand of a large-size machine with great capacity and high 
performances. Ideal to wrap products of large dimensions, with wide surface, such as frames, pictures, 
panels a.s.o.  

An excellent result achieved by Italdibipack R&D team that has gathered all the market requests and 
transformed them into a winning solution, this new "giant" will make the Dibipack 75125 and Dibipack 
85150 models be "retired" thanks to its new dimensions of the sealing bars (850 x 1300 mm) that are able 
to hold a wider dimensional range of the product. 

This new model has the same specifications as the shrink-wrapping machines of the Dibipack line too, but 
with some peculiarities: such as two hold-down solenoids that keep the hood closed during the 
working cycle, two fans that grant a better circulation of warm air during shrinking.  

The machine works with PVC (BLUE FILM),polyolefin hot thermo-sealing and also shrinkable films 
(GREEN FILM – GOLDEN FILM)  

Machine made according to CE rules. 

 

 

 

 
 

  
  SPECIFICATIONS DIBIPACK 85130   

  Power supply 400 V/230 V- 3 Ph   

  Maximum power required 8 KW   

  Overall machine dimensions L x W x H 2700 x 1500 x 1400(H) mm   

   Working plate height (on stand) 900 mm   

  Machine weight 120 kg   

  Sealing area W x L 850 x 1300 mm   

  Maximum product height 250 mm   

  Impulse sealing system Bottom blade   

  Maximum roll dimensions DIA x W 250 x 1200 mm   

  Output 4 - 6 pcs/min   
 

  
notes: Technical data subject to variations without prior notice 
           Output depends on the operator and the type of the package    

  

 

http://www.italdibipack.com/_manage/FCKeditor/Materiali/TermoretraibilePVCBLUEFILM.cfm
http://www.italdibipack.com/_manage/FCKeditor/Materiali/TermoretraibilePPLGREENFILM.cfm
http://www.italdibipack.com/_manage/FCKeditor/materiali/TermoretraibileGOLDENFILM.cfm


 

 
 


